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God Himself transforms the rubble of the old
earth into a new paradise
BD 5630

received 19.03.1953

Spiritual turning point ....
Alteration of this earth ....
Don't entertain false hopes and expect a turn for the better on this earth
by thinking that people's spiritual nature could improve and that a life of
faith and love might be recognisable on earth again. is earth will not
experience a spiritual change in people anymore, yet the spiritual turningpoint is about to happen .... And thus the earth will become a diﬀerent one,
but ﬁrst it will undergo a change, a transformation, and the spiritual level
of the human race which then will populate this new earth will be high ....
But anyone who believes and hopes that the people on earth will still
change, that another era is dawning on this earth, is very much mistaken
and not very familiar with God's plan of Salvation, in which the earth's
transformation serves other purposes still than just a spiritually highly
evolved human generation. It is also intended to further the advancement
of the spiritual substances which are still bound in the material form and
thus start a new period of Salvation or development which ﬁrst necessitates
a transformation of the earth's external form. Humani 's spiritualisation
on earth would, in fact, also correspond to this divine plan of Salvation
and also be beneﬁcial for the still bound spiritual substance in the works
of creation. But in view of people's present spiritually low level a change
cannot be expected from them any more; they are completely controlled
by matter and ignore their spiritual development. Hence they strive ever
more towards the abyss and thereby bring about the end themselves .... a
disintegration of the earthly creation, a release of everything that is bound
within and their own banishment into solid matter in the new creations of
earth .... Hence a teaching which upholds that a spiritual change is yet to
happen on this earth is wrong, even though a spiritual turning point is in
sight. People, however, don't want to believe in a destruction or an end of
this earth. is thought is totally incomprehensible to them but since, on
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the other hand, they are convinced that a change is about to happen they
expect this turn of events to be for the better.
Yet the fact that people lack belief in a forthcoming end of earth has
a negative eﬀect, for if they believed it they would truly make better
use of their time, they would live consciously, that it, they would try
to live up to divine will in the realisation that only their own change
of nature would protect them from the fate of also getting embedded
into the new creation. People are lacking knowledge and faith and both
can seldom be convincingly conveyed to them, nevertheless they receive
enough indications although it is up to their free will whether they allow
themselves to be impressed by them. ey certainly suspect or feel that
they are approaching signiﬁcant occurrences but never want to believe that
these occurrences will be so drastic that one earth period comes to an end
and a new one begins, although they would be able to believe it if people
would care to love, if they gave their suﬀering fellow human beings the
kind of love which would result in their own enlightenment. en they
would realise the hour they live in and nothing they are told about the
approaching end would be doubtful to them anymore ....
Amen

BD 6529

received 22.04.1956

Spiritual and earthly change close at hand ....
You are approaching a spiritual turning point which, however, also causes
a total earthly transformation, for people will not strive for and accomplish
it themselves, instead I have to reshape the earth Myself, I ﬁrst have to
disintegrate all earthly creations or it would be impossible to create a
spiritual state on earth again which is in complete contrast to the existing
one. It can no longer be expected that people will acquire a higher state of
maturi on earth, that the utterly unspiritual human race will so change
that one can speak of a spiritual revival on this earth. At this present time
people are aiming more and more towards the abyss and only a few strive to
ascend, who are on a spiritually diﬀerent level by having recognised their
actual purpose of life and trying to attain it. e majori , however, are still
inﬁnitely far-away from everything of a spiritual nature and will not get
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any closer to it on this earth anymore. In any case, this low spiritual level
cannot carry on because it signiﬁes a darkness which will only result in
utter disaster, both spiritually as well as physically .... is is why I set a
limit and decided on a complete transformation from the start, since I have
always foreseen this low spiritual level ....
People's present way of life on earth is without meaning and purpose
because they derive no beneﬁt from it for the soul, since the real life in
the spiritual kingdom is never even taken into consideration, although
it is the reason why you humans were given your earthly life. A total
transformation of the earth's surface, a reshaping of all earthly creations
and a new embodiment of all spiritual beings into external forms suitable
for their degree of maturi has become imperative, and then people's
spiritual state will be an elevated one again because the new human race
will consist of spiritually mature people who have overcome the great
distance from Me and will be so close to Me that I can dwell amongst them
on this earth. en a true spiritual change will have taken place, then the
earth will have a diﬀerent appearance and all living creations .... human
beings and animals, .... will live in peace and harmony on this earth ....
It will truly be a paradise on earth, a new period will begin in happiness
and bliss, but a new banishment will also be imposed upon the spiritual
essence which will have descended into the abyss again and thus failed its
last test of will on earth ....
All of you are facing this spiritual change .... And each one of you can still
improve himself in this short time until the turning point, each one of you
can overcome his low spiritual level and develop a degree of maturi which
can still quali him to become a fellow inhabitant of the new earth .... All
options are still open to everyone, because I still lovingly and mercifully
draw everyone out of the abyss who longingly stretches his hands out to
Me .... But this opportuni will soon end, when the end has come the
gate to the kingdom of the beyond will be closed, when the reshaping
of the earth's surface takes place, when the spiritual change occurs just
as the earthly change happens through the disintegration of the earthly
creations, through the liberation of all bound and the banishment of all
free spirits .... en the separation of the spirits will have taken place and
all spiritual substances will have been `judged'.... i.e. placed into a form
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which corresponds to their state of maturi . e spiritual change is near
and an earthly change is therefore inevitable; but a blissful time will be
granted to all those who are and want to remain My Own, who prove
themselves during the last battle on this earth and despite suﬀering and
adversi remain faithful to Me until the end ....
Amen

BD 8258

received 30.08.1962

e reason for the earth`s restoration ....
e earth must be renewed because it no longer serves its purpose as a
place of development for the spirits .... All order has been revoked, people
pay no more attention to My will, they live contrary to law, for love is the
essence of divine Order and this has grown cold among people, hence their
earthly path is in vain since it does not ascend but irrevocably leads into
the abyss. e human being ought to be of loving service but he strives to
dominate, and even many of the bound spiritual substances are prevented
from being helpful because people hoard material things and deny them all
useful purpose .... People are in a state of complete spiritual darkness, for
without love there cannot be light and thus people remain spiritually blind
and don't recognise their God and Creator .... Consequently this state has
to be brought to an end, everything must be restored to its rightful order
again .... the people who fail have to be separated from those who belong to
Me, who strive to live an orderly life and who will therefore be treated with
hostili by the former .... e lowest point has truly been reached which
necessitates a renewal of earth, when all bound spiritual substances will be
released and placed into new forms again, when everything will be placed
into the most diverse kinds of new creations according to their degree of
maturi . And then the human being, who had become totally enslaved by
material things, will become matter again himself .... he will be banished
into the creations of the new earth.
is is the most horriﬁc fate you humans can imagine, the fact that your
`Self 'will be dissolved into countless tiny particles once more and has to
travel the path through the creations of the new earth in order to reach the
stage of a human being again one day, even though it will take an inﬁnitely
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long time all over again .... You humans cannot imagine such a work of
transformation, a er all, it means the end of this old earth, even if the
planet as such remains My might and wisdom will nevertheless subject it
to a complete transformation and thereby make it suitable again to serve its
purpose of helping the spiritual substances gain full maturi . You should
accept the knowledge you receive about this process and its reasons and
think about it seriously. You should know that this work of destruction will
particularly aﬀect you humans very painfully since it will be your loss if
your way of life does not correspond to My eternal order. You should also
know that I will keep to the day which will bring an end to this earth, for My
plan was determined by My love and wisdom and is set for eterni .... And
so one period of Salvation comes to an end and a new one begins, where
order has been restored and where tranquilli and peace prevails, where it
is impossible for My adversary to be active because he will be banished for
a very long time ....
Don't think that you are being wrongly instructed if I repeatedly send you
the information about this impending act of disintegration of all creations
on, in and above the earth .... Believe Me that everything is possible for Me
and that I also know when such destructive action is necessary in order to
guarantee the development of the ascending spiritual substances. Yet those
of you humans who lack all love won't accept My Word, hence you will be
harshly aﬀected when the last day comes .... But there is no other option
because My love applies to all still unredeemed and enslaved spirits ....
And even for you, who fail in your free state as a human being, I will create
new possibilities to reach the goal one day; yet the fact that you inﬁnitely
prolong the time of your distance from Me again is your own free will, thus
your own fault, which you have to pay for with a renewed banishment into
the creations .... For I truly don't want your unhappiness and will help you
until the very last hour of this act of banishment passes you by, so that you
will still ﬁnd Me and call upon Me for mercy before the end ....
Amen
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BD 3204

received 29.07.1944

Total change earthly and spiritually ....
Extensive changes are at hand in the physical as well as in the spiritual
realm .... because the unavoidable spiritual upheaval also calls for a total
earthly change in every way. is ﬁrst occurs in the creations of nature
which have to be completely transformed since their present structure
is no longer adequate for the spirit's process of maturi .
e spiritual
substance which is now striving towards higher development has to travel
the path of development in a shorter time than before and needs diﬀerent
forms to serve, although in a condition of constraint. And this change
of nature drastically aﬀects the human generation which lives on earth
before its transformation.
e preceding time will lack all order, there
is a complete disintegration process even in respect to worldly issues;
people will violate the divine order, they will carry out an extremely strong
destructive will, there will be unsurpassed chaos and people will be entirely
earthly minded except for a few who consciously pray for and receive
divine mercy. And since an oﬀence against the divine order ultimately has
to result in destruction, it is obvious that everything in existence has to be,
if not destroyed, at least transformed to restore order, which is absolutely
essential for the development of the spiritual substances.
e creations of nature change in accordance with God'will .... the human
spirit, which previously had completely separated itself from God, will take
these creations as their abode; and since the new period of redemption
has a shorter duration than the previous one, the new creations will be
of a completely diﬀerent consistency than those of the old earth .... ey
will be somewhat harder and thus more compelling which is a far more
agonising condition for the constrained spirit than any previous earthly
progress has been. us the God-opposing will is intended to be shattered
within a shorter period of time in order to liberate it for continuation of its
evolutionary progress in other creations. As a result, the whole process of
transformation also signiﬁes a complete spiritual change.
e time will come when no opposing power can prevent the souls'ascent
because they have resisted temptations and trials and no longer require
them. ey have the degree of maturi which, in uni with God, has
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become a recipient of light and strength. ey live a blessed and peaceful
existence which is in fact eternal life, but experienced on earth because
they will start a new human generation, which is necessary for the higher
development of the immature spiritual substances in creation, i.e. they
have to fulﬁl earthly tasks to help the still struggling spiritual substances
to ascend.
us it is a heavenly paradise on earth, and blessed is the
person who is permitted to experience this peaceful state as an inhabitant
of the new earth. It will be a time of calm, of peace, because the battle
between light and darkness has temporarily ceased, darkness being the
furthest distance from God and light being the closest proximi to Him.
e furthest away from God is banished and requires a period of time for
its redemption which ensures a peaceful spiritual life for those who are
closest to God, which will be unimaginably beautiful for the human beings
who survive the end of the old earth, because they had remained faithful
to God during the previous extremely diﬃcult time of battle and can now
exchange the chaotic condition for a state of profound peace and divine
order.
God's spirit will govern them, His love will look a er them, He Himself
will stay as Father with His children audibly as well as visibly, and a er
the conclusion of the old era, which ends with the Last Judgment, a new
period of redemption will begin .... And this Last Judgment amounts to
the disintegration of everything on this earth .... solid matter, plant and
animal life as well as the human generation shall experience a total change,
as God's love and wisdom has ordained and His omnipotence will bring
about .... so that the God-opposing spirit will give up its resistance and
change ....
Amen
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BD 4116

received 02.09.1947

e destruction of the old earth ....
Experience in the ﬂesh ....
Warning ....
I told you that you will witness the destruction of the old earth while still
in the ﬂesh and I say it again so that you will believe it. Your faith is
weak, and inwardly you refuse to accept the fact that you live in the last
days. But My spirit repeatedly tells you that the time of the end is close
at hand .... Why don't you want to believe this? Since, on the other hand,
you cannot deny the truth of My revelations? And why do you hope for
and expect progress, an improvement of earthly conditions? Why does the
thought of an end in combination with a total destruction of the old earth
seem unbelievable and unacceptable to you? Because you would gladly
continue to live, because you are not yet prepared and do not suﬃciently
contemplate My Word, which very clearly explains to you the necessi of
a total transformation of the old earth and will guide you into profound
faith if you, with your will towards Me, absorb and accept every Word as
coming from heaven and live accordingly ....
Even you, who should spread My Word, allow yourselves to be troubled
by doubt, and therefore do not represent My Word convincingly enough,
you allow yourselves to be undermined by objections to the contrary. Your
faith is not strong enough, in spite of your good will to serve Me. e
reali of life aﬀects you and you ﬁnd it impossible to reconcile it with
the human being's spiritual destiny. Consequently you don't support My
revelations about the forthcoming time diligently enough. You do not take
My Word seriously enough yourselves, hence I always have to give you the
same urgent warning of the approaching end again .... You will experience
it while you are still in the ﬂesh .... Does that not tell you enough? Do you
know what age you will reach? Could it be that you will only live a short
time? Only I know which day will be the last and I will keep it a secret, but
I will tell you that it is not far away and that you will serve Me until the end
.... Consequently you will have to experience the day and should believe
it!
You will be good labourers for Me because a convinced faith also lets you
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speak convincingly. I need servants like you on earth who will strongly
urge and vividly describe to people the need for My working on earth and
the spiritual hardship humani will experience if it does not receive help.
You receive My Word and are therefore already advanced in knowledge ....
and yet you do not want to believe although you will not reject or oppose it
....
For this reason I speak to you all the more insistently, because profound
faith is necessary if your words are to make an impact on your fellow human
beings. When you yourselves are convinced that what you hear through the
voice of the spirit is the absolute truth, then you are true representatives
of My Word on earth, and then you lend Me your mouth so that I can
speak through it Myself. Your task during the approaching time is to be My
mouthpiece because I cannot reveal Myself to people in any other way, but
it is absolutely necessary that they should hear Me Myself, although they
are not always able to recognise My voice. e extreme diﬃculties of the
last days will come upon people with such severi that they would have to
despair without My help, without My Word. But if I speak to them Myself
they will be strong and able to resist even the greatest adversi because
My Words will have given them strength. Hence you should render your
services, because people have to be inﬂuenced without force, and because
I Myself will always be present when you, as mediators, engage people in
spiritual conversations and thus establish the connection between Me and
the people who are to be instructed, who urgently need My Word if they
want to endure until the end. And the end is coming soon .... I call to you
time and time again; you should believe My Words and with complete
trust approach the future, which will unfold as I told you well in advance
in Word and Scripture ....
Amen
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BD 8071

received 01.01.1962

e earth's last hour ....
And the last hour of the world's clock comes constantly closer .... ese
Words don't mean much to you humans for you don't believe that you
are so close to the end .... And for your sake I cannot give you compelling
evidence of this for your fear would render you incapable of fulﬁlling your
earthly task. And thus you may or may not believe it, and your nature will
be in accordance with this unbelief when the hour has come. For My plan
has been determined for eterni , and profound love for My living creations
made Me decide on this plan in all wisdom and will also determine Me
to bring it to fruition because the time is fulﬁlled. My Nature is forever
unchanging, and what I once foresaw as being necessary and successful for
the beings which are still separated from Me I will also carry out and not
allow people to make Me change My plan, since it was based on humani 's
will which I have eternally foreseen as no longer capable of change on this
earth. I do not plan and act arbitrarily but immeasurable love and wisdom
determine Me in everything that happens. Hence there is no reason why I
should refrain from implementing My eternal plan of Salvation, for I can
see every situation clearly and therefore know that nothing will be gained
by changing or deferring My plan of Salvation.
You humans must bear in mind that you truly have had enough time at
your disposal and yet those of you who do not believe in Me have not
changed .....Even if you had far more time at your disposal you would
still not change, hence a postponement of the end would be completely
ineﬀective and pointless and would even put My Own at risk of falling prey
to My adversary as well if I do not constrain him as it is intended .... You
really ought to grant Me supreme wisdom and profoundest love, then you
will no longer appeal to Me for preventing the end of this earth, then you
will expect the coming time with complete trust in My love which shall
protect everyone who wants to belong to Me and which will truly also use
its might when My Own need help in any adversi . Even if you humans
don't want to believe that your time is nearing its end you should at least
consider the possibili that you suddenly will be recalled from earth; for
you know that you cannot prolong your own life and that you don't know
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when your last day will come. Just consider that you cannot stop death and
think what will happen to your soul, which is immortal, which is your real
Self whose fate you decide yourself during your earthly life .... But you do
not even believe in your soul's continuing existence, and as a result of your
unbelief you are in serious trouble for it will not stop Me from carrying out
what is proclaimed in Word and Scripture .... For the time is fulﬁlled and
everyday is still a blessing which you can use if only you are of good will.
However, don't put your hope in false prophets who deny an end, who
believe that they can change My mind, for they do not speak in My name but
are the instruments of the one who wants to keep you in spiritual darkness
and who therefore wants people to believe that they have unlimited time
.... People would rather believe these false prophets and only ever seek
fulﬁlment by enjoying a good life but fail to consider their souls whose
existence they doubt or deny. And it will come to pass as it was foretold
.... I Myself will come in the clouds in order to fetch My Own before the
work of destruction of the old earth begins .... Not one stone will remain
on the other, for the earth will have to be renewed. A new earth will arise, a
paradise-like creation which will accept all immature spiritual beings again
which were released at the destruction of the old earth and require new
forms once more in order to continue to mature fully. And this new earth
will be inhabited by those who had remained true to Me until the end ....
For they will have reached the degree of maturi which allows them to
enter the sphere of light and therefore they will also be allowed to inhabit
the paradise which will truly be the same state of beatitude for them as
if they had entered My spiritual kingdom without their physical shell. Yet
they shall serve Me as the root of the new human race ....
A new period of Salvation can only start with spiritually mature human
beings who will also help all still constrained spirits within their environment to speedily achieve maturi , who have such a heartfelt bond with Me
that they will also teach love to their children and children's children and
bear witness to their God and Creator's glory, and thus the release from the
form can progress quickly because I will dwell amongst them in the living
Jesus .... Because all people who will then inhabit the new earth will also
entrust themselves to their divine Saviour and Redeemer Jesus Christ and
in awareness of the original sin also consciously take the path to Him and
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therefore all resistance will have been broken, for then every person will
consciously take the path of return to Me so that I Myself can be present
to him since his great love for Me will allow it. Hence this will be the
thousand-year kingdom in which the victory over Satan will be evident, for
he cannot and will not oppress anyone anymore since all have entirely freed
themselves from him and achieved the return to Me, leaving him unable
to enter My kingdom until even this blissful time will gradually change
again .... until people once again show an inclination towards matter and
thereby release the chains of My adversary .... who is lord over matter ....
and his inﬂuence markedly manifests itself again .... Yet before this time
comes to pass many souls will have entered My kingdom in a completely
redeemed state .... I will have been able to reap a good harvest, and then
the battle with My adversary for the souls will start again .... Yet I will be
victorious and time and again wrest souls from him and reduce his follows
who represent his power. And time and again he will contribute towards
the fact that the redemption of the fallen spiritual will continue. For I will
never surrender what is Mine, even if it takes eternities .... one day it will
return to Me and then remain united with Me forever ....
Amen

BD 7425

received 09.10.1959

About the last judgment and the new earth ....
You cannot truly imagine in what way the Last Judgment will proceed;
suﬃce it to know, that it is only a short action where everything will fall
prey to its huge power of destruction, and that you will then have no
more time to change your thoughts and intentions, because everything
will happen rapidly and leave you no time to think .... You will be judged
at a moment's notice, i.e. whether you will enter into life or death within
a very short time ....
ose of you who remain loyal to Me until the
end will be carried away, the others will be devoured by the earth, which
denotes their souls'new banishment into hard matter. Only people who
still have a small glimmer of faith in God will have the strength to call
upon Me in the last moment and still be saved by being spared the fate of
a new banishment, albeit they will not belong to the ﬂock of the raptured.
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Nevertheless, their share will be an easier fate, since they will be granted
another embodiment as human being in which they should and will be
able to prove themselves because the time on the new earth will be free
from the adversary's temptations, who will be constrained for a long time,
as it is written ....
And that is an exceptional act of grace which, however, will only be taken
up by a few, for humani is completely subject to My adversary at the end,
and a person will only seldom detach himself from his restraints in view of
the Last Judgment .... which will be dreadful. For all human beings face an
appalling physical death, yet before they can spend much thought on it, it
has already happened .... And My Own will witness this event, because I
want them to get to know My might and glory, My righteousness and My
wrath towards the sinners and testi to it as long as they live. For they will
become the root of the human race on the new earth .... e event of the
rapture is equally unimaginable because it happens in a way that deﬁes all
laws, and never before has it been experienced on earth that human beings
were li ed up and taken away in their living bodies .... that I move them
unharmed into a divinely beautiful region, from where they will then be
brought back to the new earth, as soon as it is created in accordance with
My Will.
I will not require time for this, because all spiritual substances are just
waiting to be placed into works of creation which correspond to their degree
of maturi in order to continue their path of development .... Human eyes
do not see the act of creating the new earth, therefore it is not necessary to
observe a speciﬁc duration of time for the sake of people .... And the people
who are raptured lack all sense of time, so that they are unable to ascertain
what time it takes to create the new earth .... Yet My might is unlimited and
will reveal itself in the formation of the new earth, for this will show new
creations which you humans cannot imagine but which will highly delight
you, who may experience this earth .... It is truly a paradise on earth .... For
My Own remained loyal to Me during the battle of faith and shall receive
their reward for their loyal .... All human beings could experience this
happiness if only you would use the short time until the end well. But you
do not believe and don't do anything to improve your soul's maturi , and
therefore everyone will receive the reward he deserves .... a blissfully happy
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life in the paradise of the new earth or new banishment in the creations
therein, so that a er an inﬁnitely long time you may once again live as a
human being on earth for the purpose of a ﬁnal test ....
Amen

BD 4368

received 08.07.1948

Transformation of earth ....
Change ....
Disintegration ....
You must always remember that nothing on this earth can last forever, and
therefore even earth itself will not last, thus it has to change if it will not
completely disintegrate in its fundamental substance. e latter will occur
a er an inﬁnitely long time, but a transformation of earth will take place
shortly. Just as earthly matter achieves its higher development through the
dissolution of an existing form in order to rise again in a new form, so
the earth as such is also subject to temporary changes, and all creations
on earth will enter a new stage of development. Not just the constrained
spirits within every work of creation strive to ascend but matter itself has to
undergo this path of higher development by becoming increasingly so er,
thus sheltering the spirit which, due to its maturi , is able to escape its
form faster. Consequently hard matter, which has already existed for a very
long time, has to be dissolved eventually too. Its development has to be
continued in so er matter and new hard matter needs to be produced to
shelter the spiritual substance which, in the stage of knowledge .... as a
human being .... had failed and joined God's adversary.
Such total transformations of earth's external forms only take place within
certain periods of time and are therefore unbelievable to people, because
each such transformation happened so long ago that the truth can no longer
be ascertained and upheld. Although a developmental period is inﬁnitely
long it will nevertheless come to an end one day.
People cannot veri or calculate the time when the end can be expected
and neither can they deny it, but God wants people to believe in it because
He Himself has revealed it to people through His Word and, through seers
and prophets, has pointed it out time and again. at the destruction of
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earth, i.e. its total change, is only a matter of faith is due to the fact that
the human being has to bring about the change of his soul in utmost
freedom of will, and this would be instantly restricted if the timing of the
end could be calculated. e beginning and end of an earth period are so
far apart because the human being has to decide to believe it or reject it
completely, without being forced into either. But as soon as he thinks about
it and observes the growth and decay in nature he can see the process of
disintegration and transformation repeat themselves so o en that he will
also apply this change to the creation `earth'and ﬁnd it easy to believe in an
end. But he will never be told when it will happen because such knowledge
would be detrimental to the soul. God, however, reveals that the end of this
earth is approaching soon and good for him who believes His Word and
prepares himself. e day will not come unexpectedly for him; the thought
of the end will no longer terri him in view of the blissful state God has
promised His Own a er the transformation of this earth ....
Amen

BD 7297

received 02.03.1959

Transformation of earth ....
e earth will continue to exist, for I have not planned its total destruction
.... Yet everything living on it, as well as all creations of nature, will cease
to be, so that a complete puriﬁcation of earth can take place, since in its
present state it no longer serves the progress of the spiritual substances.
All living creations in, on and above the earth will lose their lives; they
will be released from their enshrouding external form and able to continue
the path of development, which at the moment is at risk for all spiritually
tangible beings. For My adversary rages in every possible way and time and
again tries to stop or interrupt this development. But the earth shall still
fulﬁl its task for an inﬁnitely long time to come, seeing that still immature
beings shall mature on it to attain childship to God .... And therefore earth
will arise again a er a thorough puriﬁcation process has taken place, a er
all spiritual substances are correctly placed, that is, a er they are embodied
into the external forms they merit, from hard matter up to the human
being, who will also have to be oﬀered easier opportunities to achieve
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maturi again to enable them reaching the goal of becoming true children
of God. us the ﬁnal destruction is synonymous with the end of the old
earth, even though the planet as such will remain and merely its external
shell will go through a complete transformation. And thus the `end'can,
and rightfully should, be pointed out, as it will not just mean the end of all
civilisations but also ends the existence of every work of creation on this
earth. And a new period will start again, the entire earth's surface will be
brought to life by Me again with the most magniﬁcent kinds of creations
for the human eye to delight in once more, as I will give all new creations
most exquisite forms and provide all pes of living creations to coexist
with the people who will inhabit this new earth again and whom I will take
there Myself in love, wisdom and might. For I will establish the root of a
new human race with those I was able to remove from the old earth; they
remained true to Me until the end and thus are chosen by Me as the new
generation, who in turn shall bring forth people who live within My will
and amongst whom I can dwell Myself by virtue of their faith and love ....
And it will be a blissful state, for the new creations will delight people
to an extent never known before. People will truly inhabit a paradise,
an earth which no longer corresponds to the old earth, because it will
only be occupied by mature people capable of receiving an extent of bliss
previously unknown on earth, since humani already belonged to Satan,
thus necessitating the cleansing of earth. And this time lies ahead of you,
and each one of you would still be able to change his nature such to be
granted the great blessing of the rapture .... But a person is rarely able
to muster ﬁrm faith in it, and only few people have such abundance of
love that they belong to the small ﬂock which I will call away suddenly
and unexpected .... But prior to that, a time of need will befall earth which
should be a very deﬁnite sign for you that the day is not far away. When you
are able to clearly observe My adversary's activities, when you yourselves
will be exposed to the evil deeds of his cohorts, when the adversi gets
worse and a way out seems impossible to you, then this end will be near,
then I will use My might to destroy everything profoundly evil and rescue
My Own from certain destruction .... And those taken away by Me will live
to see the downfall of the old earth, although they no longer can be aﬀected
by it themselves .... But one day they shall bear witness to the judgment of
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a righteous God, they shall be able to observe the act of destruction and yet
praise and glori the One Who has saved them from this judgment.
And once again I will carry out an act of creation, for My willpower alone
will let a new earth arise, a dwelling place for My small ﬂock, for My chosen
people, who will then be able to live their new life in paradise, in peace and
freedom, in happiness and bliss, in light and strength .... where no suﬀering
and pain exist because the source of all evil is bound and unable to oppress
people for a long time .... For one earth period has come to an end, and a
new one will start again to help countless still bound spiritual substances
to progress in order to enable them reach the ﬁnal goal, the uni with Me
as My child. And this is what lies ahead of you humans, for the time is
fulﬁlled which was once granted to you to achieve the ﬁnal release from the
form ....
Amen

BD 6230

received 06.04.1955

e end ....
Transformation and new creation ....
And it will come to pass as I have told you .... the earth will lose its present
appearance, an earthly and spiritual turning point will come, there will be
a separation of the sheep from the goats .... My Own will attain beatitude
and those who belong to My adversary will be banished again .... And this
will have to happen or no further development would be possible anymore,
for all souls strive towards the abyss except the few people who will remain
true to Me until the end. But the people of the present time, who have
already passed through the creations, will have taken the whole previous
path of development in vain .... they, who have already reached the highest
stage of development due to their previous earthly path, are now failing
during the last stage and descend to such a point that the entrance into the
spiritual kingdom will remain closed to them .... so that they will have to
be banished into hardest matter in order to be admitted once again to take
their last test of will as a human being a er an inﬁnitely long period of time
....
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e number of those who use their earthly life correctly in order to become
perfect is very small, since My adversary's spirit exercises such poisonous
inﬂuence on all earthly inhabitants that the earth will have to be cleansed
ﬁrst before it can fulﬁl its real purpose again .... And thus I want to carry
out this cleansing process through a huge work of transformation which
mankind cannot avoid, since they give rise to it themselves with their
conduct and their utterly rebellious attitude towards Me. A change has to
take place for the sake of My living creations which will have to suﬀer for
an inﬁnitely long time if they don't complete their path of development on
earth according to My will .... And this point in time has arrived, although
it seems unbelievable to you humans that something should happen in
creation, in nature, for which no proof of similar events on earth exists ....
e earth in its present form is in the last days of its existence .... None
of you can possibly grasp what this means .... that everything will cease to
exist .... that human beings, animals and all works of creation will come
to an end and an entirely new earth will arise which will exceed your
wildest imagination, because completely new works of creation will come
into being which have never been seen by human eyes and which to you,
who will experience and populate the new earth, will mean one miracle
a er another .... All through the ages I have told people that a new earth
and a new heaven will come into being .... People failed to understand the
meaning of it. But My Word is truth and will fulﬁl itself .... yet it will only
be proof of My Divini to the few whose profound faith in Me made them
become My Own and to whom I can open the paradise of the new earth
because they are and will remain My children forever .... ese few also
understand the meaning of My Words and they will expect Me and My
arrival in the ﬁrm belief that I will rescue them from the adversi which
precedes the ﬁnal end. For they are My children and I will come for them
when the time is fulﬁlled ....
Amen
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BD 7179

received 01.08.1958

Puriﬁcation of earth ....
And there will be a new earth again on which people will be closely united
with Me and thus live in accordance with My divine order. But this state
can only be achieved through a cleansing process of earth .... so that the
old earth will be shaped again such that everything will be back in its right
order which, however, does not imply that this order can be established on
the present earth, as so many people want to believe because they can't bear
the thought of an end of this earth. e forthcoming puriﬁcation process
will be thorough but ﬁrst it will aﬀect all people who no longer live within
My eternal order .... yet it also includes the works of creation themselves
because the bound substances therein will require new forms in order to
achieve swi spiritual advancement .... and because I Am ﬁrst and foremost
concerned about the spiritual substances which have languished in hard
matter long enough in order to be ﬁnally permitted to start their path of
ascent .... A change towards Me would never happen again on this earth
because people reinforce My adversary's power which he will only ever
use so as to achieve an even greater apostasy from Me. And as long as the
adversary is not bound together with everything that belongs to him the
low spiritual level will not only remain as it is but become progressively
worse so that a state of harmony on earth can no longer be expected.
erefore I will carry out a thorough cleansing, I will dissolve everything
on earth that shelters spiritual substances and let a new earth arise with
completely new creations which will be occupied by the spirits for the
purpose of higher development .... And I will only populate the earth with
people of such advanced states of maturi that they will be able to endure a
blissful life in paradise .... with people who remained true to Me in the last
battle on this earth and whom I therefore will return to the new earth as
the root of a new human race .... Every new period of Salvation starts with
a spiritually mature generation which shall inﬂuence future generations
by showing them the path of ascent and helping them to reach perfection.
And since My adversary will be bound people will not be oppressed by him
at ﬁrst either, consequently it will be a heavenly state for a long time where
all living creations, people and animals, will live together in harmony and
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peace, where love will continually urge people into constant union with
Me, where I will be able to be present with them and thus people will
be blissfully happy, until the time comes one day when the bond begins
to ease, when material things once again exercise their attraction and
when the desire of people will loosen My adversary's chains .... without
being hindered by Me, because the test of free will, which previously was
completely turned towards Me, shall become necessary again ....
Every period of Salvation returns many of the once fallen spirits to Me. If
I therefore did not put an end to the present state there would truly be no
further spiritual progress, for I, on My part, have granted the adversary the
right to ﬁght for the beings as well. But he abuses his rights by overstepping
the limits of his authori , insofar as he tries to prevent people from
receiving knowledge of Me, their God and Creator of eterni , altogether
.... However, earthly life was given to the human being to decide which lord
they want to belong to, consequently they also need to be informed of both
lords and this is what My adversary tries to prevent by using all possible
means. And therefore I will put an end to his activi , he and his followers
will be bound and I will ﬁrst of all establish lawful order again everywhere
so as to safeguard the fallen spirits'higher development in accordance with
My plan of eterni .
Amen

BD 7520

received 11.02.1960

New earth ....
Romans 8 ....
No work of creation on this earth will escape the huge upheaval; it will
involve everything from hard matter to the plant- and animal kingdom up
to the human being .... Everything will be aﬀected by a work of destruction
the extent of which will surpass anything that has ever taken place on earth
.... Everything will be consumed so that one can truly speak of a new earth
a er the work of transformation has been completed. us all banished
spiritual substances will ﬁrst be released from their material form; but
they will not be able to enjoy their state of freedom for long since they
will be bound again in new creations according to their respective degree
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of maturi . is is why the new creations can arise in a very short time
and don't need a long process of development because the appropriately
matured spiritual substances are already present and only require diﬀerent
forms so that the development can continue to progress on the new earth.
And these new creations will be so diverse that it will truly lead to great
spiritual advancement within far shorter time than on the old earth, for
the spiritual substances will not be subjected to as much opposition as is
the case in the last days during which evil forces noticeably exert their
impeding inﬂuence everywhere.
And so the act of transformation will happen quickly but no human being
will be conscious of it, for those who were raptured will be returned to the
newly shaped earth but will be unable to estimate how long they had been
absent from earth because they lacked all sense of time. But nothing will
remain in its old form. And even the people themselves will not experience
their earthly garment as burdensome .... to a certain extent they will already
be enclosed by a more spiritualised form although it is still earthly-material
substance, but they will experience no physical weaknesses and pain and
will be able to live their life on the new earth in a state which truly can be
called paradise. And this state will continue for as long as people live in
close uni with God, for as long as they are in direct contact with the world
of light and its occupants and completely live in accordance with God's
will. In time, however, a change will take place again when the prince of
darkness will gain control over people once more; but that will not happen
for a long time since the ﬁrst generations will still be very intimately united
with God, Whose power and glory they were permitted to experience, so
that they would remain faithful to Him and constantly live their lives in
His love and grace.
As a result the inﬂuence of people on all creatures will be most favourable
too; people's love will be felt by the spiritual substances in all works of
creation and the more love they sense the faster they progress in their
development and in this loving environment also abandon their inner
resistance faster. It will gladly be of service and can o en leave its form
very quickly in order to occupy the next higher one, which considerably
shortens the process of development compared to the previous period on
the old earth. If only for the sake of this bound spiritual substance alone
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people should recognise God's love in the act of transformation, for not
only the human being requires God'help but all creatures sigh for release
.... e human being, however, has the opportuni to release himself from
the form during his earthly life .... If he fails then it will be his own fault
that he has misused his free will again and so he will also have to bear the
consequences, for then he will only receive what he had aimed for himself
during his earthly life .... since he only desired material things they will
become his external shell ....
Amen

BD 8440

received 16.03.1963

Creation of the new earth in a moment of time ....
It is possible for Me to create all things in a moment of time, for it just
takes a thought which My will and My strength externalise as My work ....
However, when I work visibly to human eyes .... which is demonstrated
by every work of creation surrounding you .... everything takes place
within the framework of lawful order, so that you humans will be able
to understand the processes of creation and therein recognise My love,
wisdom and might .... For I have placed the same abili into you .... if
only to a minimal degree .... which also enables you to create and shape
and which also requires a certain length of time, because the state of
imperfection which you humans still experience on earth also subjects you
to the law of time and space, which does not apply to the perfect being,
since then limitations of time and space no longer exist .... My reign and
activi is always proportionate to the state of maturi of the spiritual being
which is aﬀected by it .... but it does not exclude that I have unlimited power
at My disposal in order to externalise everything in an instant, because I
have no need of time since I exist beyond the law of time and space.
When the emergence of creation took place I already intended with the
emergence the purpose of giving the fallen spirits the means to gradually
mature, to gradually travel the path from the abyss, to create ever new
opportunities for it to be of service in some form or other .... us the
development plan of every creation was always guided by My will, so that
ever larger creations with ever new intended purpose emerged .... so that
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gradually a higher development occurred .... Consequently, this emergence
of creation required a certain length of time, for precisely this very time
was intended to achieve the developmental ascent .... For the fall had been
inﬁnitely abysmal, and the same distance has to be travelled in order to
return, so that everything will move within the lawful order that is requires
by everything perfect.
But if, at the end of a period of Salvation, a work of creation is transformed
by My will in order to create new opportunities of higher development,
then new works of creation can emerge again which are called by Me
into being in an instant .... For this, too, is intended in My eternal plan
of Salvation without revoking the law of eternal order by doing so ....
because spiritual substances of all degrees of maturi on the path of
return are already present precisely because of the spirits'earlier inﬁnitely
long developmental path on the old earth ....
Everything is present and will only be transformed, be it hard matter or
already lighter forms in the plant and animal world .... Everything will be
set free by the violent destruction, however, in its state of immaturi it
cannot keep its freedom but has to be placed into material forms again
which correspond to its present state of maturi .... And time and again
even as yet still hardened spiritual substance will be able to start is path of
development in the innermost part of the earth, which will also get into
complete turmoil and release spiritual substance and in turn provide room
for the former spirits .... if one can speak in this case of room at all .... But all
works of creation are in eﬀect present to accept the lowest fallen spiritual
substance which starts its path of development. It will, a er all, require an
inﬁnitely long time again until one day it will reach the surface of the earth
in order to progress further ....
So, although the work of transformation on this earth is a work of a
moment, everything will nevertheless progress in lawful order .... And
because such a work of a moment's time cannot take place before people's
eyes, because they have not yet achieved the highest degree of perfection
and are unable to grasp such expression of My might and strength, the
people who remain faithful to Me will be carried away at the end .... ey
will in fact observe the work of destruction because I will open their eyes
to it, but they will not see the emergence of the new earth .... All concept of
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time has been taken from them until they will be led to the new earth, until
they will be allowed to behold the completed new creation in all its glory
and take possession of it .... And it is indeed irrelevant how much time it
takes for the new earth to emerge, but since I Am revealing My eternal plan
of Salvation to you humans I also inform you that I don't require time, for
My will is able to externalise every one of My thoughts in an instant as a
creation, and My love and wisdom also recognise what is beneﬁcial and
suitable for the ﬁnal return of the spirits which once voluntarily deserted
Me ....
Only a small proportion of people will ever be spiritually enlightened and
able to comprehend these explanations of Mine, but I want to grant them
an insight into the secrets of creation in order to arouse their love for Me
ever more ardently, for especially My plan of Salvation is most pleasing for
all beings, since it reveals My love, wisdom and might, and anyone who
already gains this realisation on earth can truly be called blessed, for he is
close to his perfection, he is close to his ﬁnal return to Me, his God and
Creator of eterni , Who has revealed Himself as Father and Whose love is
never-ending ....
Amen

BD 3264

received 22.09.1944

New wonders of creation on the new earth ....
Brittle matter ....
roughout every single phase of development the spiritual substance is
kept in a constrained state until it has acquired the necessary maturi for
its ﬁnal embodiment as a human being, hence .... if it failed its previous
phase of development as a human being it has to start in the conﬁnes
of hard matter again and cover the path through the mineral, plant and
animal world until it can become a human being once more. However,
spiritual substance which has not reached the ﬁnal stage in this period, but
is nevertheless released by God due to the last destruction of earth, will
be bound in outer forms which correspond to its maturi again, i.e. the
interrupted process of development of the past period will continue in the
new phase of development .... on the new earth .... For this reason the new
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earth will contain the most diverse creations again, however, they will be
entirely new and diﬀerent forms from those on the old earth. And thus new
wonders of creation will come into being which the ﬁrst people living on the
new earth will undeniably acknowledge as miraculous, as a testimony of
God's glory, as evidence of His love, omnipotence and wisdom. People will
be extremely amazed at what the new earth has to oﬀer and in admiration
will praise God, love Him and give thanks to Him with all their heart. And
the souls will continue with their development ....
But the substance constrained in solid matter is tormented by its restriction
and tries to escape. Depending on the resistance of its will it shall either
succeed or fail, but God takes the will of the substance into account and thus
the material of the new earth is of utmost solidi and stabili in order to
so en the inherent spirit's will that it should ﬁnally surrender its resistance.
Consequently, the slightest change of will shall loosen the form .... in earthly
terms this means that although the solid matter of the new earth is indeed
exceptionally hard it is also very brittle and thus can easily break or shatter
as soon as God's will intends a release from this captivi . Similarly, other
creations will also have a shorter lifespan, because the transformation of the
spirit substance shall proceed at a faster rate, which can indeed be possible
but nevertheless depends on the spirits'willingness to serve. e spiritual
substance is merely intended to achieve its ﬁnal embodiment as a human
being faster than in previous phases of development as long as its will is
not entirely opposed to God. For this reason the ﬁrst human beings on the
new earth shall experience miracles upon miracles, they will be so aﬀected
by them that their love for God and their uni with Him will grow ever
more and they will live in His grace, but they will also understand these
miracles, they know that they are only the expression of God's inﬁnite love
Who wants to retrieve all spirit and oﬀers it every opportuni to change
its will.
And this shall continue for a long time until the initially constrained
spirit substance within the plant and animal world has reached the stage
of embodiment as a human being ....
en people's understanding for
the wonders of divine creation will gradually fade, the inclination towards
matter will be awakened again and, due to their own longing for possessions
which still contain immature spiritual substances, Satan's inﬂuence on
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people becomes stronger again. Subsequently, the uni with God will
diminish and the battle between light and darkness, which in the beginning
had disappeared because everything living on earth of its own free will was
enlightened, will increase again .... For the evolutionary process of the
spiritual substance is always the same during every period .... the spirit has
to live within the hard form until it is willing to walk the path of service
through the creations, which amounts to less constraint, and then it has to
serve until it has achieved a certain degree of maturi which results in a
condition where it should serve of its own free will but, unlike during the
previous stages, it is no longer forced to do so. And at this stage it should
not fail otherwise the whole earlier process of development has been in
vain. e human being's volition determines whether this will be his last
earthly embodiment or whether he has to repeat the evolutionary process,
whether he will turn towards the light in the last stage or allow himself to
be captured by dark forces and has to be banished again into hard matter
for ages to come ....
Amen

BD 8352

received 10.12.1962

State of paradise on the new earth ....
I want to turn the earth into a place of peace again where love reigns
supreme, where there is no hostili , where all created beings live together
in harmony and happiness, where the radiance of people's love will also
beneﬁcially touch all still constrained spiritual substances, where everyone
makes an eﬀort to help his fellow human being spiritually as well as earthly
.... and where I Myself, the Eternal Love, will be able to dwell amongst
people because nothing of a negative nature prevents Me from doing so ....
It is My will that the earth will once again serve in helping the human race
to attain utmost maturi , so that many people will be able to leave earth in
a perfected state because they are closely united with Me and thus they will
no longer be burdened by the eﬀects of the past original sin, for they all will
have been redeemed on earth through Jesus Christ already and therefore
can be placed onto the new earth .... For their removal from the old earth
prior to Judgment Day is evidence that they belong to Me, it is proof that
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they have found union with Me on the old earth .... that they are free of all
vices and cravings which thus enabled Me to return them to the new earth
....
And a new period of redemption will begin which will at ﬁrst result in
many human souls'maturi because My adversary will be bound and
unable to oppress these souls and also because they voluntarily abandoned
all resistance .... hence they had already become My Own and only live an
earthly life for the sake of the succeeding generations, for they shall bear
witness to My might and glory, they shall be able to speak from their own
experience about the state of the old earth and also teach their descendants
to love Me .... eir children and children's children will be imbued with
love as well; their souls will not be far from their original state, for they were
conceived in pure, unselﬁsh love due to My adversary's lack of inﬂuence on
the people who populate the new earth .... Love, however, is strength which
can truly hasten the soul's maturing, it can also help the bound spiritual
substances to leave their form and they, too, will relinquish their resistance
and always move forward in their development according to My will ....
is state will continue for a long time .... during which many of the fallen
spirits will return to Me in a perfect state, during which I will gain many
`children'and My as well as their happiness will know no bounds, for I
know that all fallen spirits will return to Me one day and that My eternal
plan of Salvation will not be unsuccessful. And yet, even this state on the
new earth will change again one day, for ever more souls will incarnate
which had passed through the creations of the world and the inclination for
material things will break through once more .... rarely at ﬁrst but steadily
increasing, and the desire for material goods will also loosen My adversary's
chains, for people's free will is decisive and this can be inﬂuenced by My
adversary again because the people themselves will no longer resist him.
Yet time and again My love will also help these souls and the struggle for
them will start anew, however, people's resolve itself will decide which lord
shall be victorious. For the knowledge of Jesus Christ, the divine Redeemer,
will also be imparted to these new generations .... Hence they will not be
le helplessly at the mercy of My opponent and will also abandon their
resistance sooner, because their faith in Me as God and Creator will still be
strong enough and thus My inﬂuence through the voice of conscience will
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have an eﬀect ....
Nevertheless, it will no longer be the paradise-like life that it was in
the beginning, people will go through inner conﬂicts, My adversary's
temptations will not fail to materialise themselves and the struggle for
existence, too, will get harder yet be easily endurable for those people
who remain faithful to Me and foster the love within themselves .... And
even then My messengers of light will help people, partly embodied as
human beings, partly exerting a spiritual inﬂuence on those who entrust
themselves to them and remain in constant contact with Me. And as long
as love reigns My inﬂuence on people will be strong and no regression into
the abyss will have to be feared .... for My adversary ﬁghts against love in
vain ....
Amen

BD 8429

received 04.03.1963

Harmonious life on the new earth ....
Whatever idea you might have of the new earth, the reali will far surpass
your imagination, because a blessed time will dawn for My Own, for the
people who will endure to the end and be taken to the new earth ....
People will live together in absolute harmony and peace, surrounded by
incomparable works of creation .... Even the animal world will coexist
peacefully, there will be no hostili between the creatures, for their soul
substances are also nearing embodiment as a human being, and all spiritual
substances bound in the creations sense the harmony surrounding them
and noticeably change their resistance, which becomes apparent by their
willingness to be of service, because this spiritual substance, too, wants to
arrive at their ﬁnal path on this earth quickly .... People will be able to
enjoy many magniﬁcent things, given that they are fully matured for a life
of beatitude, and they would enjoy this beatitude in the kingdom of the
beyond were it not for the fact that they shall continue their life on the new
earth because the new human race shall arise from them ....
And once again souls will be able to incarnate who had achieved a higher
degree of maturi due to the great changes, due to the exceedingly sorrowful last days and the immense destruction, who are now far more willing
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to fulﬁl the ﬁnal functions of service in the material form as a result of
people's loving way of life on the new earth. Consequently, they are not
entirely without love at the beginning of their human incarnation and thus
progress faster, especially since they are not troubled by the adversary,
since their love also assures them the light beings'protection and help ....
so that they will be able to easily repel the instincts and longings which
still adhere to them .... For their will is directed towards Me, and thus
they also fully consciously pass their test of will in their earthly life as a
human being, because My adversary is unable to bother them and people's
love establishes the bond with Me .... is privilege of an easier earthly
progress for their descendants was acquired by My Own through their
successful battle before the end, which truly necessitated a strong will and
immense love for Me and which I therefore will also reward in every sense.
In addition, I know when the spiritual substances in the form change their
will, and accordingly I Am able to place them into external forms on the
new earth again which will guarantee the spiritual substances'willingness
to serve .... e situation on the new earth will be such that people will
no longer be burdened by suﬀering and problems, that they no longer will
experience earthly or spiritual hardship, that they will be able to enjoy the
magniﬁcent creations in perfect happiness, that one person will so love the
other that he will want to discard everything that could burden the other
.... And this love allows Me Myself to dwell among My Own, to teach them
and to bring joy to them with My presence. A truly divine peace will spread
across all created beings and remain for a long time, because every activi
is determined by love, and thus even succeeding generations will allow Me
to dwell amongst them .... and the adversary will be totally excluded ....
For he cannot be where I Am present, and all people have been redeemed
in truth, for they live in the sign of the cross, they are brightly enlightened
about Jesus Christ's act of Salvation and love Me in Him with a passionate
heart ....
It is truly a state of paradise which certainly will last a long time, but it
will not last indeﬁnitely .... For ever more spiritual substances travelling
through the creations, whose resistance has not yet been entirely broken,
will attain their ﬁnal embodiment, and then the longing for matter will
come to the fore again and in a manner of speaking loosen My adversary's
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chains .... For people will desire what still belongs to him and demonstrate
their adherence to him and thus will also be controlled by him again ....
And then the adversary will have the right to inﬂuence the human being's
will once more, and he will use it by tempting people into wrongful deeds
which oﬀend against the commandments of love and thus also distance Me
from the face of the individual who has submitted himself to My adversary
....
And so the battle between light and darkness will start again; earth will
once again serve as a place to mature, for an inﬁnite number of constrained
spiritual substances will take the path of higher development and they all
are given an appointed length of time. And time and again also entirely
redeemed souls will depart into the spiritual kingdom, for Jesus Christ's
act of Salvation will never remain ineﬀective, and I, for My part, will always
make sure that the knowledge of it will be conveyed to people, for Jesus
Christ will always oppose the prince of darkness, Who will sooner or later
be victorious depending on people's will, which is and will remain free and
which will also achieve the last perfection in earthly life .... because one day
it will submit itself to Me and completely subordinate itself to My will ....
Amen

BD 6227

received 03.04.1955

e `redeemed'at the end ....
Inhabitants of the new earth ....
When, due to My will and My might, the destruction of this earth will take
place, i.e. when everything living on this earth will be destroyed, it will
become evident who is truly redeemed, for only they will survive the end
and be able to enter My paradise on the new earth. For in order to survive
this ﬁnal work of destruction it is necessary to have utmost faith in Me in
Jesus Christ as well as utmost devotion to Me .... thus it requires a complete
separation from My adversary .... it necessitates the state of freedom which
was purchased for humani by Jesus with His death on the cross .... Only
a being redeemed by His blood can inhabit the new earth where Satan has
no more power; where I Myself can dwell amongst My Own because their
original state has been re-established ....
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Admittedly, salvation through Jesus Christ can be experienced by people
called away by Me from this earth prior to the ﬁnal end .... ey, too, will
be blissfully happy inhabitants in My kingdom where no evil power can
harm or oppress them anymore, precisely because they are `redeemed'from
it .... Yet the people who shall inhabit the new earth will live in the same
bliss, in complete freedom, full of light and strength, but nevertheless in
earthly spheres, because they shall become the root of the new human
race, because they shall help the following generation towards complete
redemption, which has to live on earth until everything is completely
spiritualised. Being redeemed themselves, the ﬁrst human beings on the
new earth are able to exert an extraordinary beneﬁcial eﬀect on their
descendants as well as on the spiritual substances surrounding them and
which are still constrained in the creations of the new earth. us this
spiritual substance will be able to cover its process of development faster
....
For the time when My adversary is still bound in chains has to be used well
.... while he has no access to the people on earth, since the strength and
light of the `redeemed'is so strong that it prevents his every approach to
people .... In the same way as his working and raging was clearly noticeable
in the last days before the end, in the same way as he used his every
inﬂuence to draw people into the abyss, so will the inﬂuence of the Divine
predominate on earth now .... everything will strive towards ascent and
achieve it extremely easily because no adverse power can prevent it .... e
redeemed human beings will bring forth new people who are full of love,
thus the divine principle is dominant in them, enabling them to mature
fully within a very short time in order to enter My kingdom of light a er
their earthly life comes to an end ....
Amen
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BD 5743

received 09.08.1953

Witnesses to the end on the new earth for descendants ....
You shall be My witnesses on the new earth, you shall give evidence of Me
and My glory, of My might and love, for you will experience all these at
the end of this earth .... you will see Me coming in the clouds in radiant
brilliance of My splendour .... you will feel My love when I save you from
utmost hardship, when I remove you before your fellow human beings'eyes
who, with a truly satanic mind, have every intention to kill you. You shall
experience the evidence of My power, because the last work of destruction
on this earth will take place before your eyes. And thus you will enter the
kingdom of peace with an experience which you are meant to remember
in order to bear witness to future generations, to people who will only
receive knowledge about the events on the old earth on account of your
information, so that they, in turn, will pass it on again and thereby uphold
the knowledge on the new earth for a long time. You shall bear witness to
Me and My glory ....
A devout generation, faithfully devoted to Me, will indeed populate the
new earth, who will not doubt My strength and might, My love and
perfection. And as long as I Myself can dwell amongst them because their
faith and love for Me allows for it, it will not be necessary for you to testi of
your experience .... But as soon as new generations come forth from them
they will have to be given the knowledge again and the end process of the
old earth has to be particularly emphasised, so that these new generations
will also intimately unite with Me in order to be and remain My children
.... e living testimony will have a remarkable eﬀect on their hearts, and
they too shall proclaim in future times what they received from you ....
en faith and love for Me will be upheld for a long time, for a long time
the human generation will live in peace and uni , in harmony with the
Inﬁnite, in constant contact with Me, and My spirit will be able to ﬂow into
their hearts, they will be able to hear My Word and be blissfully happy.
And yet, even this situation will change. At ﬁrst the inﬂuence of adverse
powers will be only slightly noticeable and then gradually get ever stronger
.... For the constrained spiritual substances in creation will arrive at the
stage of embodiment as human beings once more, and these will have
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developed in diﬀerent ways, so tendencies and instincts will surface in
their human state which require more changes, which will still betray a
tiny resistance to Me, and therefore human beings who need special, more
eﬀective methods of education .... will live on earth again. And then it will
be necessary to inform them about what eﬀect a way of life in opposition to
Me will have. en the battle between light and darkness will start anew,
for the desire for matter will start to grow stronger in people's hearts again,
they will no longer be able to hear My Word directly, and messengers of My
Word will speak to them on My behalf. And for the sake of a living message,
testimony shall also be given of the end of the old and the beginning of the
new earth ....
And therefore, those of you humans of earth who will experience the end,
who will remain faithful to Me until the end, will also have a task on
the new earth .... to make sure that the knowledge is preserved, that the
following generation will be able to keep these events in mind, that it will
be inspired to remain in My will, that it will let Me come alive within its
heart and always endeavour to reach Me ....
Amen

BD 4054

received 01.06.1947

Passing on the divine Word to the new earth ....
Just a small ﬂock will await My coming before Judgment Day; there will
only be a few people whom I can call My Own, who remain strong in faith
and confess Me before the world, and who will therefore be persecuted in
every way and would have to fear for their lives if they had no spiritual
vision and were not spiritually minded. But this small congregation will
know about the end, it will expect Me with profound faith and therefore
will devotedly endure the extreme time of hardship. It will confess Jesus
as Son of God before the world and thus I will li them up to Me and
provide them with a heavenly place to stay until they may return to the
restructured earth .... is small ﬂock has the task to pass My Word on to
their descendants, so that it will be oﬀered again just as unadulterated as I
conveyed it to people and remain the fundamental teaching of Christiani
on the new earth. For I will continue to take care of My Own, which include
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all who accept My will, who aspire to reach Me and therefore act with love,
since their desire for Me is already a manifestation of their feeling of love
which also expresses itself towards their neighbour. us they will fulﬁl
My commandments, and they will also receive My Word from Me, either
directly or indirectly.
My Word comprises the teaching that Jesus Christ preached on earth
because He was permeated by My spirit of love, since the human being
Jesus had already found union with Me on earth. And in order for people
to achieve the complete union with Me on the new earth they have to
be informed of Christ's teaching. us the pure truth, which is presently
oﬀered to you humans from the heavens, has to be taken along as My
Word onto the new earth, where its utmost profoundness and wisdom will
be recognised as a message from above, as a direct instruction from God.
For that reason it will remain the fundamental teaching for a long time,
until people become more materially minded again and make corrections
and changes to My Word once again. is is already the next cause of
digression from their knowledge and will darken their state of mind, which
determines Me to send My Word to earth once more. But for the time
being it will remain pure and reach many people. Every Word will be
acknowledged as My gi and people will love and serve Me, they will love
each other and be happy on earth. For they will live in constant contact
with Me and are therefore also recipients of light and strength, because My
proximi will result in making them strong and wise, as I promised ....
Amen

BD 5769

received 14.09.1953

Satan bound ....
e new earth ....
e power of evil will be broken for a long time, Satan will be put into
chains .... a period of peace will replace the time of battle in the universe,
no being of darkness will be able to oppress the people on earth; Satan
himself and his followers will be bound for a long time, and people on
the new earth will not loosen his restraints because they are closely united
with God and no longer strive for anything else but Him, Who will then
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taking loving care of them, both spiritually and physically. is period of
peace on earth will make up for the time of indescribable adversi during
the last days on this earth, which is granted to those people who are and
want to remain faithful to God. It will truly be a time of battle for them
since they will be spiritually and physically persecuted and barely able to
defend themselves against their pursuers, who will even threaten their lives
if they refuse to submit to them. But time and again these people have been
promised through seers and prophets a time of peace, a time when no one
will be in danger anymore from any side, when body and soul may enjoy
the wonderful works of divine love, when a blissful peace will ﬁll their
hears through the presence of the One Whom they love and for Whom
they have suﬀered.
Everything will be peaceful, creations and living beings alike will live in
perfect harmony, and even the bound spiritual substance will progress
and quickly surrender its resistance because it will sense the nearness of
the One to Whom it shall surrender again, and because people's spiritual
emanations will soothingly aﬀect the bound spirits within the creations.
People had already passed their test of will, therefore a decision will no
longer be necessary on the new earth, since people belong to God with
body and soul and cannot be separated from Him anymore. But everything
pertaining to Satan will languish in darkness; it is banished again into
hardest matter and unable to inﬂuence the souls striving towards the light,
it has to submit to God's will and is deprived of its power for an inﬁnitely
long time. Satan himself is weak since everything which had supported
him and his power is bound and thus withdrawn from his inﬂuence.
In the midst of his world he is without strength, until people's wrong will
shall once again provide him with power, but this will only happen a er
a long period of time, a er the ﬁrst generations of earth, the inhabitant
of paradise, their children and children's children, have long since entered
the spiritual kingdom .... when a ri occurs again in the direction of the
emerging generations'will .... en people will once again let themselves
become captivated by material things and through their desire will then
also loosen the chains of the one who is lord of this unredeemed world.
en the state of paradise will also come to an end, the time of peace will
once again be superseded by a time of battle between light and darkness,
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for then the struggle for people's souls will start again until another developmental period expires, yet with the result that innumerable beings will
have achieved their spiritualisation and Satan's power will get increasingly
less until he, too, will have to surrender one day which, however, will still
take an inconceivably long time and countless periods of Salvation ....
Amen

BD 8253

received 27.08.1962

e adversary clothed in light ....
Paradise on the new earth ....
It should not surprise you that My adversary will leave no stone unturned
in the last days in order to increase his power, in order to stop his followers
from leaving him and turning to Me, for it is written that he, too, will
perform great miracles and also strive to tempt My Own into leaving Me
and to regain them for himself .... And he will not shy away from disguising
himself as an angel of light either and even use the Words of the Scriptures
.... But he will be unable to deceive anyone who genuinely desires the truth,
even if he appears in My name. However, as soon he has to confess Me in
Jesus Christ and My act of Salvation he will evade the issue and drop his
mask. For he will not acknowledge this act of Salvation and his eﬀort is, and
will remain, to dissuade people's belief in this act of Salvation as well. He
will have great power in the end and certainly use it. Consequently, where
the darkness of spirit prevails he will not be recognised, but wherever My
light is able to spread its bright radiance his lies will be revealed and this
is why My Own need not fear him .... for they can clearly see through his
game of deceit and will resist him. Hell has cast out all its inhabitant and
sent them to earth, and these demons will yet exert a strong inﬂuence on
people, but I cannot and will not stop My adversary since this time is, a er
all, his last opportuni , a er which he will be bound again for a long time
and no longer be able to inﬂuence the spirits which then will live on earth
again either in a bound or in a free state .... in the creations of the new earth
or in the human being ....
Hence there will be a time of peace which enables all spirits to progress
faster, for the bound spiritual substances will be oﬀered many opportunities
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to be of service, and at ﬁrst people will not need spiritual opposition, which
is permitted for the sake of testing their will, since they will have passed
their test of will on the old earth and will progressively ascend because
they will always be united with Me and the spirits of light, who can dwell
amongst people as teachers and guides. is is why Satan will rage even
more furiously beforehand, for he is in spiritual darkness himself and
doesn't know that his activi will be to no avail, for the people he gains for
himself will be banished anew, thus they will be removed from his power
for a long time again .... And the others have given Me the evidence of their
will, their love for Me and their strong faith and thus I can also reward them
with a life in the paradise of the new earth, because they shall populate this
earth again as the root of the new human race .... One day the lawful order
will have to be established again on the new earth, and the time will have
come when an improvement of humankind can no longer be expected ....
But in these last days the spirits will still have to be separated and I will
truly do whatever it takes in order to save what has not yet entirely fallen
prey to the adversary, and it only requires good will to realise whether I
Myself or My adversary are at work when unusual things happen which
betray a strength that exceeds the natural abili of a human being ....
If you only want the truth, if you want to acknowledge Me, then you will
indeed be protected from all kinds of deception .... If, however, you are still
earthly minded you will also be impressed by the one who is the lord of
this world and who expresses his power in an earthly way. And then he
will have won you over but only to lose you once more, for all spiritual
beings will be taken away from him again when the end comes. For truly,
I Am Lord over heaven and earth, I Am in charge of the kingdom of light
and the kingdom of darkness, and I know when My adversary exceeds his
authori .... erefore I will put an end to him as it is proclaimed in Word
and Scripture, for then the time will have come when everything will have
to be judged in accordance with My eternal order ....
Amen
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BD 2515

received 17.10.1942

Abilities ....
Task ....
Regression ....
New earth ....
e human being is the highest evolved living being on earth and therefore
is also given a task which matches his degree of maturi . He is able to fulﬁl
this task if he wants to, and precisely this will is tested (is supposed to prove
itself ), is meant to make the decision. For only the will determines whether
the human being completes the task, whether he uses his abilities and lives
expediently during his ﬁnal embodiment. He is by no means forced to do
so and therefore earthly life will give him countless tasks to carry out. us
the actual task is not particularly emphasized, instead he should carry it
out as part of his earthly activities .... to shape himself into highest possible
maturi on earth .... If he ignores this task he nevertheless goes on living
his earthly life, but his soul's imperfect degree of maturi remains. And
for this he has to justi himself before God, because he was only given his
earthly life to perfect his soul. Hence he misused it if he merely performed
his earthly activities for his own advantage, or he disregarded it and thus
disrespected God's mercy. e earth was his home and he was allowed to
incarnate as a highly developed being; he was already in a state of maturi
with many abilities of his own yet he lived his life no more consciously
than the pre-historic human being. He only used his intellect and volition
for an earthly activi of no lasting value, and he used God's strength to do
so .... he merely used it for worldly ends, to increase his own comfort such
that it only increased other people's desire to do the same. And thereby the
earth became unsuitable for the soul's higher development, i.e. the world
predominates and keeps such hold of the human being that he completely
forgets his soul. Hence the time has come which necessitates a change if
human beings should get to know their true task and live correctly again.
e earth has to change again, it has to become again what it once had
been and should be .... a place of education for the spirit where the world
does not predominate but is purely the means to an end .... e world has
to be created again, it has to be restructured, it has to shelter human beings
who consciously strive towards their ﬁnal maturi , who use all their God-
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given abilities purely for the attainment of their souls'maturi because
they realise that this is the true purpose of their embodiment on earth ....
Amen

BD 3359

received 07.12.1944

Free will ....
Knowledge of good and evil ....
e new earth ....
e human being has free will .... But the use of this free will necessitates a
clear understanding of what it should as well as what it can strive for, since
the will must be able to choose either direction in order to make a decision
.... Hence it must be possible for the human being to distinguish between
good and evil otherwise the freedom of his will would be futile or could be
questioned. And for that reason God gave the human being intelligence ....
erefore, not to use intellect means to ignore the gi of free will, thus the
human being has the du to apply his intelligence or else he will be held
responsible. And this results in the necessi to reﬂect on the meaning and
purpose of life, because it also gives rise to all other questions which have
to be considered in order to make a free decision.
In order to achieve spiritual growth it is absolutely essential for the human
being to clari his inner attitude towards God, towards righteousness, for
him to learn to understand that a sincere relationship with God is the
purpose of earthly life .... that his free will consciously strives towards God
and aﬃrms what is good. Hence he also has to know of the power of evil,
he has to get to know it so that he can despise it and choose between one
and the other. For this reason evil cannot be expelled from the world or
the human being could never make a free decision of will. Evil has to be
given some room to vent its fury .... And this is God's adversary's inﬂuence
on human beings which is not denied to him because he can, at the same
time, release the powers of good, i.e. the human will is prompted to aspire
for good or for bad. Consequently even evil forces are of service to God
because they inadvertently help the soul to ascend if it uses its free will
correctly.
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However, they frequently use their inﬂuence beyond what is allowed ....
in that they, whose actions are not refused by God, try to prevent good
actions .... by making it impossible for people to freely choose between
good and evil .... by withholding the knowledge of good, of God, and thus
try to compel the human will. And for that reason God puts an end to
their activities for a long time .... He conﬁnes the forces, who had a limited
amount of freedom, for a long time, but at the same time also prevents
people, who have not yet clearly decided or whose decision gave evil forces
power over them, from using their free will. Only those who have chosen
God of their own accord and in spite of the greatest temptations will stay
alive because they need no further test of will since they have endured the
most diﬃcult trial.
In the coming period only people who have undertaken this test of will
can live on earth, who knew the eﬀects of the opposing forces, who were
exposed to them and yet escaped them by virtue of their free will, because
only they have attained the degree of maturi which allows them to live on
earth without being inﬂuenced by God's adversary; while those who have
failed must endure the long process of development again until they get at
the stage once more when they can use their freedom of will .... Human
beings always have to encounter good and evil and therefore the earth
will remain a battleﬁeld for both powers as long as immature spirits are
embodied on it .... In the beginning the new earth will only accommodate
beings of light, i.e. mature human beings shall live on the new earth and
keep in constant contact with the beings of light in the spiritual kingdom,
and God's might and power will prevent evil from approaching the people.
But the ﬁrst people of the new earth don't need further trials and therefore
negative forces need not be close to earth either, which manifests itself in
the fact that earth is in a state of profound peace, in a condition of mutual
understanding and with societies of people living in perfect harmony,
because love rules and no God-opposing enti can exist in the presence of
love.
But this condition will not last forever because later generations will once
again give power to God's adversary over themselves, they will gladly give
in to his temptations and distance themselves to the same extent from God,
Who wanted to create a paradise for them on the new earth .... And thus
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the battle between light and darkness will start anew, and this shall again
continue until the end of a redemption period, in order that human beings
can decide of their own free will which Lord they acknowledge; and they
will be judged in eterni in accordance with their free will .... they will
have to suﬀer in darkness or approach eternal light until they are united
with the primal light ....
Amen

BD 5235

received 14.10.1951

`Behold, I make all things new ....'
I make all things new .... ose of you humans who are as yet unenlightened, who have not yet awakened the spirit within you, do not know the
meaning of My Words, for you do not believe in a transformation of this
earth, you do not believe in the Last Judgment, in the end of one period of
development and the beginning of a new one .... You do not know anything
about My eternal plan of Salvation and therefore do not understand My
Words either: Behold, I make all things new .... Each of My Words has
several meanings which are not even known to My enlightened Own, for
this understanding is still too profound for the people of this earth, yet they
are aware of the simple meaning, that I will renew what has le My eternal
order ....
I want to make a change, since the people of this earth are no longer striving
for one and therefore miss the purpose of their earthly life. ey have failed
by not using their lives for eterni . Nevertheless, I will not let them get lost
and therefore will give them the opportuni to cover the neglected process
of development again, yet not as a repeat but in a completely diﬀerent way
.... For another process of development is an increased bestowal of grace
and has to be acquired through increased eﬀort, the opportuni of which
is oﬀered by completely new creations. us, ﬁrst I will renew the school
for the spirit, My earth, which shall support the development up to that of
the human being.
I will provide it with entirely new creations of such diverse kind and
shape that extremely large numbers of spiritual substances will have the
opportuni to prove themselves therein. And I will let a new human
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generation arise, which will emerge from people who are blessed by Me,
who will have completed their spiritual development with love and loyal
to Me, who will have attained a degree of maturi which permits exalted
spiritual care, so that the new human generation will have every guarantee
to achieve the highest possible spiritual perfection and the bound spirits,
too, will be able to achieve maturi quickly, due to the exceptionally good
inﬂuence exerted by people on all nearby creations .... I make all things
new; I will also ease the conditions to release the spiritual substances yet
without deviating from My law of eternal order, only caring for what is still
living in constraint with profound love and mercy. Everything depressing
will leave people, they will strive to ascend with full strength, because I
alone will be the most Desirable for them and they will not be able to be
pulled into the abyss by My adversary, who will be bound for a long time
....
I shall make a new heaven and a new earth .... that is, spiritually and
earthly I will give happiness to the people who then will belong to Me
and who shall also smooth the way for those who will follow them ....
Which one of you humans can comprehend this? And which one of you
humans believes ﬁrmly and without doubt that the old things will cease
to be? at even people who are still distant from Me will cease to exist,
that only the small ﬂock which faithfully follows Me as their shepherd will
not lose its life, because I have blessed this small ﬂock and destined it for
a continued life in the paradise of the new earth .... that a new period of
Redemption will begin in accordance with My eternal plan of Salvation,
which My love and wisdom have determined in order to ensure eternal life
for the spirits? Behold, I make all things new .... ose of you who believe
in Me remember these Words, consider them in your hearts and know, that
the time has come when My Word will fulﬁl itself .... Believe ﬁrmly in it
and be hopeful, and endure all diﬃculties you will still encounter until the
end with patience and submission to My will. For the day will come very
soon when I will fetch My Own to reveal the paradise to them of which it
is written: `I will make a new heaven and a new earth ....'and I Myself will
dwell amongst My Own and will guide and teach them, as I have promised
....
Amen
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Who was Bertha Dudde?
Bertha Dudde was born on 1. April 1891, as the second oldest daughter
of a painter, in Liegnitz, Silesia. She became a dressmaker and began to
receive pronouncements from God through the `Inner Word'on 15. June
1937.
“In a clear dream I was moved to write down my thoughts a er devout
prayer. Understandably this o en gave way to doubt and inner conﬂicts
until I was convinced that I was, myself, by no means the initiator of these
exquisitely gracious words; but instead it was the spirit within me, in other
words, the love of the Heavenly Father was obviously responsible for them
and introduced me to the truth”.
“I was given knowledge of the spiritual world which far exceeded my
elementary school education. I received and receive this knowledge as a
dictation in a state of complete consciousness; I write down everything I am
told in shorthand, in order to then transfer it word for word to clean copy.
e procedure does not take place in a state of compulsion, for example in
a state of trance or ecstasy, but in an absolutely level-headed frame of mind.
However, I have to want it to happen and then I can receive these dictations
voluntarily; they are neither bound by time nor place.
“Now I only have one wish, which is to be able to make these gi s of grace
accessible to many more people and in accordance with the will of God
Himself to be allowed to do much more work in His vineyard.”
(Quotations from an autobiography from 1959).
Bertha Dudde died on 18. September 1965 in Leverkusen, Germany.
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